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THE LOST COVENTRY DRAPERS' PLAY OF DOOMSDAY AND ITS ICONOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

By CLIFFORD DAVIDSON

As part of the reassessment of the quality of the medieval civic religious drama that has been undertaken by scholars in recent years, two critical principles stand out: first, the plays are not independent or self-contained artistic achievements which, like modern theatrical pieces, may happen to reflect public values, but are rather an expression of civic pride and devotion that helped to bind together the various units of the community in a valuable common effort; secondly, the plays, if they are to be fully understood, require to be seen not merely as texts but also as visual experiences not unrelated to the visual arts.\(^1\) Hence the extant Middle English play texts are not to be viewed simply as literary exercises, but are also to be examined in terms of their visual and devotional functions.\(^2\)

Indeed, the plays, which in many cities were performed at the time of a religious festival such as Corpus Christi or Whitsun week, thus require analysis from the standpoint of a quite different methodology from that appropriate for non-dramatic literary texts or, say, the later drama of the Elizabethan or Jacobean dramatists who wrote for a secular and commercial theatre. Because matters of iconography are of such importance in the context of the medieval drama, it even makes very good sense to augment our knowledge of this aspect of the medieval stage through systematic critical attention to lost plays such as those which made up the famous but largely non-extant cycle from Coventry.\(^3\) Hence by turning to the documents and other evidence that illuminate the lost Coventry Drapers' play of Doomsday, which staged the end of the world, we are able to provide an analysis useful in assisting us to recover something of the play's spectacle.

I

The first reference to the Doomsday play as the concluding segment of the Coventry Corpus Christi cycle appears in the Coventry Leet Book in 1457:

On Corporis Christi yeven at nyght then next suyng came the quene from Kelyngworth to Coventre; at which tyme she wold not be met, but came preuely to se the play there on the morowe; and she sygh then alle the Pagentes pleyde save
Though she watched the cycle being played at the first station from the vantage point of the house of Richard Wode, a grocer, whose residence was in Earl Street,5 Queen Margaret saw the pageants of the cycle only up through the Mercers' Assumption and Coronation of the Virgin.6 The Doomsday play that she failed to see, for which the Drapers were presumably already responsible since the play is assigned to them in all later dramatic records, was very likely superseded by a revised text in 1519 - ironically a year of imminent economic collapse for the city7 - when the cycle is reported to have been made new. According to the annals (no longer extant) cited by Thomas Sharp there were this year "New Plays at Corpus Christi tyde which were greatly commended".8 Further evidence is available to suggest that the concluding play in the Coventry cycle was again replaced by a revised and much more elaborate version of the Doomsday play during Queen Mary's reign (1553-9) which was also apparently a time of returning prosperity for the Drapers' Company.9 Lacking an extant text, the Drapers' play hence can be known only through the study of the available sixteenth-century dramatic records, some of which are accessible only in antiquarian transcriptions such as Sharp's,10 through examination of the information which can be gleaned from the study of analogous texts, and through close attention to iconography, mainly by means of the systematic survey of relevant parallels (giving particular priority to local examples and those from approximately the same date) in the visual arts. Such an approach cannot, of course, recover the play text, but we can nevertheless deduce something of the theatrical spectacle that must have provided a spectacular closure for the Coventry cycle, which itself was regarded as one of the most impressive dramatic displays England had to offer at the end of the Middle Ages. As R.W. Ingram has noted, "The rulers of the [Coventry] cycle were well aware that it was a national and not merely a local event, that it was a sacred entertainment which drew people from all over England".11 The Coventry plays must, therefore, be regarded as theatrical presentations of a different and higher order than the incompetent production of Pyramus and Thisbie offered before the court of Athens in Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream, though Shakespeare's amateur actors are still widely (and perhaps not inaccurately) regarded as burlesquing such craftsmen-actors as those who took to the stage at Corpus Christi time in Coventry.12 The Coventry plays had, after all, been seen by Henry VII and his queen in 1493, and, according to extant city annals in the Bodleian Library, they "gaue yem great commendacions".13

The Drapers were one of the two most affluent guilds in Coventry in the late Middle Ages, second in wealth only to the Mercers. Hence in the Corpus Christi procession, as we learn from the list dated 1445 in the Coventry Leet Book,14 the place of greatest honour at the end of the procession was taken by the guild of the Mercers, with the Drapers immediately preceding them. Along with the Mercers, the Drapers in effect dominated the city Corporation in Coventry.15 Within the city their houses were generally located.
in the highly desirable area of Gosford Street and Earl Street, while their pageant house was at first located in Little Park Street and then more conveniently in Jordan Well, which was an extension of Gosford Street leading to Earl Street. The Drapers' Chapel, dedicated to Our Lady, was located in the nearby Church of St Michael (later Coventry Cathedral, destroyed by bombs during World War II) where until 1940 the tomb of the affluent sixteenth-century draper Julian Nethermyl and his wife Johanna stood with its relief portraiture of the rich citizen in a long gown, his wife in a gown with square-cut neck over a kirtle, and their five sons and five daughters, all kneeling. Nethermyl, whose tomb may be dated 1539, was mayor of the city in 1523-4. His arms appeared on his tomb along with the arms of the Drapers, "azure three clouds proper radiated in base, or, each surmounted with a triple crown or, caps gules". The Drapers' arms also appeared on their pageant, as their accounts for 1567 indicate: "Itm for ... Crest ffor the boxxe of the padgen". Later members of the Nethermyl family are reported to have stored an organ utilized by the guild and reported in dramatic records. The Drapers' Chapel requires further notice since it has been observed to have had a direct connection through its iconography with the play presented by the Drapers' Company at Corpus Christi; Mary Dormer Harris in her edition of the Leet Book thus notes: "Domesday is the subject of one of the miserere seats in the drapers' chapel in S. Michael's". This misericord was in existence until 1940 when it was destroyed in the War. Part of a set dated c.1465 (i.e., nearly contemporary with the production of the Drapers' Doomsday play which Queen Margaret had failed to see only a few years previously) it illustrated Christ with his feet on a representation of the world and seated on a rainbow that was supported by clouds. Two angels, which appeared to be balanced in the air, blew trumpets. On the supporters on each side of the misericord, resurrected figures were rising from their graves or emerging from coffins (see Plate II (a)).

The Drapers' accounts tell us nothing about their play prior to the sixteenth century, and the most extensive records are for the play as presented after the revision and expansion of its spectacle in the 1550's. However, the play that emerged from the 1519 revision clearly already included the following: angels sitting on seats and playing trumpets, three white (i.e., good) and three black souls dressed in body garments made of white leather or coloured canvas, devils who wore masks, and a hell mouth that frequently needed replacing or at least painting. Four angels were noted, and these required wings which were painted. A windlass with a long attached rope was utilized, perhaps for lowering and raising the Christ who returns in majesty at the Judgment. It also seems safe to assume that the scene in the drama was derived on the whole from the popular account of the Last Judgment in Chapter 25 of St Matthew's Gospel rather than from the Apocalypse, and hence its iconography may be expected to be similar to that of the four extant Doomsday plays in other late medieval cycles for Corpus Christi or Whitsun week in England, all of which also draw on the Gospel account rather than the Apocalypse.
Plate II (a). The Last Judgment with Christ as judge (centre) and the dead arising from the grave (on the supporters). From a misericord (destroyed in St Michael's Cathedral, Coventry. (National Monuments Record.)

Plate II (b). Corporal Acts of Mercy: Visiting the Sick, with the Dance of Death on the supporters. From a misericord (destroyed) in St Michael's Cathedral, Coventry. (National Monuments Record.)
It should be noted, however, that the misericord of the Doom in St Michael's to which reference has been made above was actually part of a larger series that included the Dance of Death and the Corporal Acts of Mercy. The Dance of Death, which is perhaps best known in the famous series of woodcuts by Hans Holbein, focuses the attention of the viewer on man's end which must inevitably come to him whether he be pope, prince, or pauper. In the series under discussion, three misericords had supporters with the personification of Death coming to various men ranging from a pope and possibly an emperor to laymen. The purpose of this motif is clear: it would hold up the mirror to onlookers to make them consider their life's terminus. But the consideration of one's earthly end was closely linked with thinking about the end of history when one would indeed need to make account of one's life before the bar of eternity. This aspect of thinking about the end is then further reflected in the principal scenes shown in these same misericords - scenes which illustrate the Seven Corporal Acts of Mercy derived from the account of the end of history in St Matthew's Gospel with the addition of the burial of the dead from Tobit i 17-18.

In the misericords at St Michael's, the Corporal Acts that had survived until 1940 were Clothing the Naked, Visiting the Sick, and Burying the Dead. To be sure, these and the other Corporal Acts (Giving Drink to the Thirsty, Feeding the Hungry, Visiting Prisoners, Giving Shelter to the Homeless) are not visualized in any extant play of the Doom, nor, of course, would we expect them to have been staged in Coventry. Nevertheless, such Acts are rehearsed by Christ in the extant Doomsday plays from the English cycles as a test of the worthiness (or unworthiness) of all who are being judged on the fateful day. The Corporal Acts are further of very great significance for guilds such as the Drapers' Company during this period, since charity was indeed regarded as a necessary expression of love that would serve to help one achieve salvation; conversely, a man or woman lacking in charity would inevitably be doomed at the Last Day. Thus, those who have not done the Seven Corporal Acts of Mercy must inevitably have been guilty of the Seven Deadly Sins, which are regarded as precisely opposed to these works of goodness. Hence at Trotton, Sussex, an interesting wall painting in the parish church illustrates the Doom with the good man encircled by the Corporal Acts and, in contrast, the bad man surrounded by the Deadly Sins. A more local example illustrating how submission to the Seven Deadly Sins will lead one along the path to eternal suffering rather than to eternal bliss may be found on a carved screen, probably from the early sixteenth century and now in the chapel at the Warwickshire estate of Compton Wynyates; here souls under such demonic influence are riding appropriate animals off toward the mouth of hell.

The connection between the Last Judgment and the Corporal Acts of Mercy is further underlined in another Warwickshire example. At Coughton, the will of Sir Robert Throckmorton in 1518 made arrangements for the insertion of a painted glass window of the Last Judgment, of which a few fragments remain, in the East Window of the church, as well as a representation of the "seven acts of Mercy" in the east window of the south aisle. The Corporal Acts
were thus indeed regarded as crucial for any person who must face the Judgment with its separation of souls into two categories, which are established in all Last Judgment depictions based on Matthew 25. At St Martin's, Bull Ring, Birmingham, a fragment of a wall painting of the Last Judgment on a beam reported at the time of the nineteenth-century restoration of the church illustrated the upper portion of a Last Judgment scene with the head of Christ, his hands, and angels at each side. Scrolls at Christ's right and left contained the words "Venite benedicti patri[m]"
"Ite maledicti in ignem et[ernam]" - the words of the Judge to the good and evil souls arranged on one side or the other of the Saviour according to the account in St Matthew's Gospel. There is no good reason to suppose that the disposition of the good and bad souls in the Coventry Doomsday play would have been any different from this.

Hence when we consider the religious background and the local and regional iconographic evidence which supports it, we may deduce that, as in the Mercers' Doomsday play in the York cycle, the Drapers' Christ at Coventry probably would likewise have invoked the Corporal Acts at the time when the good souls were divided from the bad - the white from the black, according to the obvious (and locally documented) way of colour-coding them for immediate audience recognition. Such an action would naturally have followed the rising of the saved and the damned from their graves, since there is no evidence here or elsewhere in the English medieval drama for the weighing of souls - an iconographic form that sometimes appears in the visual arts.

As noted above, the most complete information contained in the dramatic records of the Coventry Drapers' Company is available for the period after the revisions of Queen Mary's time, especially from the accounts after 1561 which are far more complete than for the earlier part of the century. The changes that occurred in the 1550's and that involved production costs approximately a hundred percent higher than in the previous decade also seem to have encouraged careful record-keeping at least for a time. Hence instead of merely noting charges of twenty-two shillings and eightpence as the "ordenary Chargys of the pagan", as in c.1536, the accounts for 1561-73 give a usefully full accounting with a carefully itemized list of expenditures. For example, the accounts for 1561 provide a full list of characters, including God, two devils, the "iij whyte Sowles and iij blank [sic] Sowles", four angels, "wormes of Conscyence" (probably two), three patriarchs, and a prologue which is here identified as "the protestacyon". Additionally, music was provided by "Sngyng men", a "trumpeter", and a musician who played the regals. Payments were also made for a tech crew to man the windlass and hell mouth ("for kepyng of the wynd and of hell mowthe xvj d") as well as for the usual expenses of getting the wagon out of storage and outfitting it. Separate payments were made for "blankyng [sic] of the Sowles facys" and for expenses associated with the three rehearsals, perhaps including payment for "the players Sowper" on one of these occasions. Finally, the accounts list payment of three shillings and eightpence "for iij worldes" that had been made by "Robert Bro", probably an error for the Robert Croo or...
Crow whose name appears prominently in the dramatic records during this period.  

The Drapers' accounts for 1561-73 also reveal why three worlds were required and how these devices were utilized to create a spectacular effect. They were each set on fire, as the 1565 accounts are the first to indicate ("Itm Settyng the worldes on fyre iiiij d"), presumably one at each of three stations where the play was being presented in the city, though information concerning the location of the Coventry sites is incomplete.  

Further, in this year there was also payment for "a lynke to Sette the worlds on fyre" for which the amount of sixpence was paid.  

The "worldes" were thus apparently items of disposable stage property, needed at each station where the play was to be produced. In each case the "world" utilized must have been the world upon which Christ's feet rest as his footstool during the Last Judgment - an iconographic detail also present in the misericord formerly in St Michael's. A similar world also appeared beneath the Judge's feet in another Coventry representation of Doom, the wall painting, now almost entirely blackened, over the chancel arch of Holy Trinity Church.  

A drawing made from this wall painting in the nineteenth century shows the world which is Christ's footstool as a small globe between his feet, while above it he is seated as if on a rainbow (though none is visible in the drawing) and with his hands raised to show the wounds in them (see Plate III).  

Such display of Christ's wounds, of course, is consistent with the emphasis on the Corporal Acts of Mercy, for the wounds are emblems of Christ's mercy extended to those who believe and who do the deeds of love. But the Drapers' play is a dramatization of the moment when the time for such deeds of love has been brought to a close and when the world itself will conclude its history. The burning of the "world", presumably at the end of each of three performances on the feast of Corpus Christi, would therefore reflect an understanding of the end of time that includes the idea of the total destruction of this earthly sphere by fire - an understanding that is expressed in 2 Peter iii 10ff:

But the day of the Lord shall come as a thief, in which the heavens shall pass away with great violence, and the elements shall be melted with heat, and the earth and the works that are in it, shall be burnt up.  

(Douay translation)

In the fourteenth-century Holkham Bible Picture Book, the burning of the world in a fiery holocaust is shown immediately prior to the return of the divine Judge, but in this manuscript this episode is the final sign in the Fifteen Signs of Doomsday series of which there is no evidence in the lost Drapers' Doomsday play at Coventry. However, a more local example which does not seem to have formed part of such a series was once to be seen in a wall painting in the nave of the guild Chapel at Stratford-upon-Avon; here was illustrated the Whore of Babylon from the Apocalypse and also, below, the earth on fire with red flames rising from it.  

The unique iconography of the end of the physical world in flames may have received additional embellishment by an effect
recorded in the Drapers' accounts after 1556. Sharp reports that in this year the "representation of an Earthquake was first introduced". In 1565 and in the later undated Drapers' accounts, the "Earth quake" is regularly noted and is an effect worked by a device that utilized a barrel. In the absence of any evidence to suggest that the earthquake was one of the Fifteen Signs of Doomsday, it seems reasonable to associate this with the final spectacle of the play. No extant cycle play has such a fiery and presumably noisy conclusion, which unquestionably, if my conjecture is correct, would have provided a spectacular closure to an already lively production. We may further conjecture that, when the fire and the noise subsided, the scene would have dissolved into harmony, symbolized by music sung by the singing men retained for the play with the accompaniment of the regals.

When we further examine the evidence of the Drapers' accounts in conjunction with other available evidence for their play and its iconography, we are able to piece together its probable structure in spite of the loose ends which must remain because of the loss of the play text. At the beginning of the play, at least by 1561, a Prologue opened the action, perhaps (but not inevitably) announcing the motifs to be treated in the play and calling the audience's attention to aspects of the production. The three patriarchs which appear in the accounts consistently from 1563 to 1572 (there are only two in 1573) may have had a role in the next segment of the play immediately following the Prologue, though there is simply not enough evidence to suggest their actual function. But most likely the main portion of the drama opened with God appearing above in his firmament, presumably on the top of the pageant wagon, for which payment of three shillings and fourpence was made ("to god ffor his welke") in 1563. He was presumably represented by the second, rather than the first, person of the Trinity. Played by Robert Croo (or Crow) in 1562 and 1566 and by Lowtts in 1567, he wore a "Cooate" (over a leather body suit?) and gloves and, in 1565, was provided with a new cloak made of "Redde Sendall". The manner in which in all likelihood the cloak would have been draped over Christ in order to expose the wound in his side may be observed in the drawing of the damaged wall painting of the Last Judgment in Holy Trinity Church, Coventry, where the garment is fastened at the neck and draped modestly over the lower part of the body (see Plate III). The descent of God to sit in judgment on the world may have utilized the windlass and rope (three fathoms in length in 1538) which are duly recorded in the dramatic records. Upon his descent, God's gestures very likely were the conventional ones, i.e., hands raised to show his wounds, again once to be seen in the wall painting over the chancel arch of Holy Trinity, Coventry (see Plate III). The showing of the wounds was further, of course, an important element in both the extant drama and late medieval art. At Chester, the Judgment play contains a stage direction at line 355 which describes the descent of Christ,
quasi in nube, si fieri poterit, quia, secundum doctoris opiniones, in aere prope terram judicabit Filii Deus.

[as if on a cloud, if it can be done, since, according to the opinions of the learned, the Son of God shall judge in the air close to the earth.]

Another stage direction in the same play, following Christ's speech announcing "see my blood freshe owt flee / that I bleede on roode-tree / for your salvayon" (426-8) reads: "Tunc emittet sanguinem de latere eius" ["Then let him emit blood from his side"]. The effect is reminiscent perhaps of the late medieval crucifixions that illustrate bleeding from the wounds - images that so repulsed many iconoclastic Protestants in the earlier sixteenth century - but Christ with bleeding wounds also frequently appeared in Doomsday scenes in the visual arts, as in the Bolton Hours illuminated at York c.1420. In the Holkham Bible Picture Book Christ as Judge turns the bleeding palm of his left hand to the bad souls, rejecting them, while with his bleeding right hand he gestures with friendship to the good souls. Such gestures would, of course, have been appropriate in the Coventry play.

Before the souls can arise from their graves, the angel trumpets must be blown. The Coventry Drapers' accounts call for three or (usually) four angels, at least one of whom in all probability would hold a trumpet and pretend to play it. Angels' trumpets were reported as mended in an undated Drapers list, but the actual trumpet-playing would have been done by a professional trumpeter, who appears regularly listed as being paid for his services and who logically would have been also outfitted as an angel. The angel trumpeters were probably placed in the "pullpytts for angells" noted in the Drapers' accounts in 1565.

One or more of the remaining angels appear to have held signs of the Passion since the undated Drapers' accounts note the making and painting of a cross. In the wall painting representing the Doom of c.1531-45 in the Stratford Guild Chapel, as in the Chester Doomsday play, the angels held the implements of the Passion above. It is, of course, unfortunate that there is extant no inventory of the stage properties owned by the Drapers' Company which might have listed all the instruments of the Passion held by the angels in the Coventry Judgment play, since other implements would also have been very appropriate for display in such a scene. In any case, the angels at Coventry had gold skins, probably painted to look like feathers, and painted wings. Quite possibly the four surplices that are listed in 1572 were for the angels to wear (though their more usual garment in pre-Reformation England was the alb), and the "iiij dyadynnes" listed c.1567 were certainly for the angels.

Within its spectacle which reached from the heavenly angels to the fires of hell, the Drapers' play in its central tableau presented a scene in which all humans would eventually participate, i.e., the scene of the resurrection of all members of the race, both worthy and unworthy, at the last day. The Drapers' pageant may
therefore have included some kind of representation of the tombs from which the good and bad souls rose, though there is nothing as explicit as the indication in the York dramatic records, which call for a separate pageant "for ye sallys to ryse outof" in 1463.69

Tombs were, however, very visible in both the wall painting in Holy Trinity Church in Coventry and the misericord in the Drapers' chapel in St Michael's. With regard to the latter, Harris reported that "some [of the figures rising from the dead] even push up the lids of their coffins with their heads".70 In the case of the Holy Trinity wall painting, two souls at Christ's right (and hence presumably among the saved) join their hands in prayer as they kneel in their tombs.71 Similar gestures are to be seen in the extant fragments of a Doom in painted glass from St Michael's, where one nude soul also crosses his arms over his chest, while another (presumably one of the damned) is shouting as he rises from his tomb.72

Notice has already been taken in this paper of the differentiation between the good and bad souls by means of colour, with such differentiation probably representing a long tradition in Coventry.73 This might at first appear to be a local theatrical innovation, but we have evidence that similar colour coding was not unknown elsewhere in Europe, as, for example, in the Majorca Last Judgment in which the saved wore albs covered by capes of a light colour and the damned wore "black cassocks (sotanes)".74 White is here a symbol of nudity and hence of purity. The three souls in each of the good and bad groups in the Coventry play wore a body garment, either, as noted above, of leather or of painted canvas or buckram. Hence, in an undated account of c.1567 payments are made for "yallow" canvas and "canvas made blake".75 And, as we have seen, even the faces of the souls were painted.

In contrast to the good souls, who will be received into heaven - probably into the same structure on the pageant from which Christ first appeared in the play - the bad souls are doomed to enter hell, to which access is by a hell mouth. This stage property, which remained in theatrical use even in the professional theatres through the sixteenth century,76 appears prominently in the dramatic records of the Drapers' Company in Coventry. The Coventry hell mouth (sometimes referred to as "hell hede") was frequently repaired, repainted and re-made, suggesting that its fabric construction, presumably over a wood frame,77 was not intended to be very permanent. Such construction would, however, have been quite practical, since the mouth could thus be easily made to open and close at appropriate times. The design of the hell mouth in the play would very likely have been similar to that illustrated in the wall painting formerly in Holy Trinity Church in Coventry, or in the extant wall painting over the chancel arch in the Guild Chapel at Stratford-upon-Avon, where flames are seen both in the mouth and behind it.78 Nevertheless, the effect of the hell mouth in the Coventry play was clearly made more sensational than any example in the visual arts, since an actual fire with flames and smoke was kept at it, as Drapers' accounts for 1556, 1557, 1561, and 1566 indicate.79 The hell mouth is traditionally located at Christ's left, and in wall paintings and other examples in the visual arts is in the lower
portion of the illustration. The various precincts of hell could further, as in the Stratford wall painting, be elaborately portrayed behind the hell mouth. However, the Coventry records bear witness only to the presence of a fire. 

There is no ambiguity, however, about the presence of devils in the play. Masks for the devils ("the demones heed", "a demons face", etc.) are reported by Sharp in accounts which are no longer extant from as early as 1536, and frequent mention is made in the records of coats and hose for them. The most interesting of the latter references is the notice in 1572 of payment "for mendyng ye demens cotts & hose . . ." and "for ij pound of heare for ye Same". Traditionally, as in the Stratford wall painting of the Doom and in yet another misericord in St Michael's which was destroyed in World War II, devils had hair over their entire bodies. Additionally, of course, they had hideous faces or masks as well as further ugly masks frequently attached to lower parts of their bodies. It was the grotesque, combining the comic and the feared, that was clearly most often stressed. A fragment of painted glass that was extant in the Church of St John Bablake, Coventry, prior to World War II contained a devil with a large head and a long nose as well as short legs. Further, devils would carry either clubs or flesh-hooks, which they would use upon the evil souls, all of whom would of course come into their grasp. Such is the case at the Stratford-upon-Avon Guild Chapel, where the devils in the wall painting of the Doom also blow horns, presumably in an unmusical manner or even involving noise with appropriately scatological implications. The devil's club from another Coventry play, the Cappers' pageant, was very likely, according to Sharp, "made of buckram, painted, and probably stuffed with wool, as Pilate's mall or club was". In any case, the devils of the Drapers' pageant and of the Coventry cycle generally must have been popular figures both far and near, for they stand behind a reference in John Heywood's The Play called the Foure Pp: "For, as good happe wolde haue it chaunce", remarks the devil welcoming the Pardoner at hell mouth,

Thys deuyll and I were of olde acqueyntaunce,  
For oft in the play of Corpus Cristi  
He had played the deuyll at Cousentry.  (11.829-32)

The above account of the iconography of the lost Doomsday play at Coventry, of course, leaves out certain details about which there is a complete lack of evidence. No payments were made in the Drapers' accounts, for example, for the playing of the Virgin Mary or for John the Baptist, who appeared prominently in the wall paintings at Holy Trinity, Coventry, and the Guild Chapel, Stratford. There is also a question about whether one of the angels might have represented St Michael, who was indeed an important figure in the judgment of souls even though the psychostasis was unlikely to have been dramatized. And what indeed was the role of the two "wormes of Conscyence" introduced as characters after the revisions of the early 1560's? Without the texts used for the Drapers' play, these are questions which cannot ever be answered concerning early productions. If such lacks in our knowledge create great gaps in our
understanding of the play as it was presented by the Drapers' Company, we nevertheless need to be grateful that we can in fact deduce as much as we may about the visual structuring of this drama, which provided the culminating pageant in the important Corpus Christi cycle at Coventry prior to its suppression in 1579.

In the jestbook *A Hundred Merry Tales* (1526) a connection between the Creed and the Coventry cycle was facetiously made by reference to a preacher's challenge:

> these articles ye be bound to believe, for they be true and of authority. And if you believe not me then for a more sure and sufficient authority, go your way to Coventry and there ye shall see them all played in Corpus Christi play. 

This statement is, of course, humorously off the mark, and yet with regard to the final play of the cycle the Credal insistence on belief in "the resurrection of the dead" seems indeed relevant, for the Drapers' play actually does illustrate that important doctrine of the medieval (and also the Reformation) Church. The Coventry cycle, since it possessed a national reputation prior to its suppression, was surely of sufficient significance to demand our scholarly attention now, and of the plays in the cycle it is appropriate that we should give very close attention to the final drama, which was also a drama of the closure of history.

---

*Plate III. The Last Judgment. From a wall painting (no longer visible) in Holy Trinity Church, Coventry. (Line drawing published in *Archaeologia* 36 (1855) Plate XXXII.)*
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